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African American hair care, African American hair extensions, African American hair color, by
RV

African american hair care, african american hair extensions, african american hair color, by Rodolfo
Valentin, top hairstylists NYC.

Nov. 10, 2009 - PRLog -- African American Hair Care, African American Hair Extensions, African
American Hair Color, by Rodolfo Valentin. He creates Ebony hairstyles at his regal hair salon, a premier
New York City Salon, named between the top 10 best hair salons in NYC.  Expert in beauty and hair care
services for African American women, also men.  Rodolfo Valentin holds over 25 years of experience I hair
color, haircuts, hair weaves and as a maker of his own hair extensions back in 1984 when hair extensions
were almost inexistent. Rodolfo Valentin lead the way by doing hair extensions in the NYC, NJ, and CT
area, using hair extensions created with his own hands.   

Rodolfo Valentin originally started at our Long island hair extensions salon in 1984, later expanding to our
NYC hair salon with a new version of hair extensions that we named Fusion Hair extensions. We have been
incorporating and working with different types of human hair extensions since 1984. We were the first in
the New York City, New York and Long Island with experience in all the hair extensions available in the
market.
Rodolfo Valentin has travelled the world, investigating and helping to manufacturers (back then only
restricted in Asia), to design and create new hair extensions systems. Later, new manufacturers, especially
from Italy started to show in the market.

CURRENTLY

Unhappy with the available hair extension systems, and the impact of damaging people's own hair that they
were causing, Rodolfo decided to create his own technique.
In 2006, Rodolfo Valentin introduced his exclusive, trademarked new technique--Hair Infusion, a safer,
better way to have longer, fuller hair. After years of research and experience, Rodolfo believed that
traditional hair extensions were unsafe for his clients...hair that the weight of the extensions debilitated and
caused damage. 
The old style hair extensions are heavy pieces of hair made to hang from small pieces of the client's own
hair that usually are attached using heat, or else extensions are sewn into mini beads with the clients natural
hair. Either way, the results is the same...the weight of the extension causes significant pulling and breaking
of the client's natural hair.
By contrast, Rodolfo's "Hair Infusion" are small, flat, extremely lightweight pieces of human hair that is
completely safe, and does not uses heat.
A perfectionist in his field, Rodolfo Valentin is always searching for new ways to treat and color hair
safely. 
He listens to his clients’ needs, examines their color and hair texture, and tailors each "Hair Infusion"
personally.  Hundreds of clients’ reports that their own Since he began his revolutionary technique,
hundreds of clients' reports that their own hair has grown longer and healthier.

HAIR INFUSION AND HAIR COLOR

Hair Infusion Hair Extensions, this is our patented and trademarked brand of Hair Extentions, and this
product is the result of an exhausted research.  It is the top of the line Hair Extension for people who care
for the health of their own hair, Hair Infusion, based hair extension system.              
We only use the finest hair from Europe and Russia. We begin always with virgin hair, and our tips are
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specially formulated to not fall apart and can be reused for a long time. Most people have their hair adjusted
every 6 weeks, to keep a fresh look. This is the top hair extension system, reusable and undetectable. 
By using "Hair Infusion", clients can add color and highlights without any chemicals, perfect for clients
who may have allergies. What's more? Hair Infusion is a simple, relative quick procedure, saving time and
money. Color is blended into the hair faster than in a typical coloring procedure. And, by using different
tones and highlights, clients can avoid the uniform colors associated with traditional hair extensions.

THINNING HAIR and VOLUME

"Hair Infusion" is the safest and healthiest way to increase volume for clients with thinning hair.  The
lightness of the "Hair Infusion" coupled with its flat shape is the answer for fuller, more beautiful hair.
While classic hair extensions may add length to your hair, "Hair Infusion" can also be used for those who
prefer a short hairstyle. 
Rodolfo Valentin's Hair Infusion is offered in a variety of lengths, all done to the clients' specifications. 
br>
http://extensionsnyc.com

http://www.hairinfusion.com

http://www.ebonyhair.net

http://www.rodolfovalentin.net

# # #

Celebrity hairstylist Rodolfo Valentin, creates his famous hair wigs, hair pieces and hair extensions at his
Salon and Spa located in the heart of Madison Avenue.
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